
 

Low maintenance sisal in a sophisticated stripe 

 Premium Sisal Pinstripe (EasyClean yarn) 
 

 

Following the success of our Premium Sisal Boucle (EasyClean yarn) collection, fibre has 

now added a classic pinstripe design to the range.  

 

Premium Sisal Pinstripe made from 

EasyClean yarn, has a pre-applied stain 

resistant treatment added during the 

manufacturing process, making it the most 

stain resistant sisal available. It prevents 

household spills from setting for up to an 

hour, including notorious culprits such as 

coffee and red wine. 

 

Simply absorb the liquid with a clean dry 

cloth, then dab with a slightly damp cloth 

and the flooring maintains its unblemished 

appearance. 

 

 

With a class 33 wear raring, this range is not only highly stain resistant, but strong and 

durable. Ideal for a domestic setting, it now opens the door to high-end commercial use 

too, where practical flooring options are as important as the overall aesthetic. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Available in three colourways; Athenaeum, Brooks, and Carleton. These chic combinations 

of complementary yet contrasting hues not only create a visually stunning contrast but 

also seamlessly harmonise with other natural materials used in the overall design of a 

space.  

 

Julian Downes, MD of fibre, comments: “Sisal is a hugely popular choice for flooring, even 

more so in recent years as we all become increasingly environmentally conscious. This 

new collection is not only hardwearing but benefits from an unrivalled stain resistance for 

the inevitable spills which come with a busy domestic or commercial setting.” 

 

Premium Sisal Pinstripe (EasyClean yarn) is available as broadloom in 4m width and also 

as bespoke rugs and stair runners. For more information and to order free samples, visit 

www.fibreflooring.com  

Ends 

 

 

 

http://www.fibreflooring.com/


 

 

About fibre    

fibre is owned and run by people who are passionate about flooring and have a flair for 

great design. An independent Devon-based company, fibre is a trusted and established 

brand with a wealth of flooring expertise and a belief in providing a range of floor 

coverings that are ethically and sustainably sourced.    

The fibre ranges are all inspired by the founder Julian Downes’ love of travel, sourcing 

inspiration comes from all corners of the globe. Its collections of plant-based sisal, 

seagrass and pure wool offer a beautiful and sustainable flooring alternative. 

www.fibreflooring.com    

Follow us on Instagram and Pinterest    
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